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LIM
LIM’s minimal design uses materials
which have 29% recycled content,
combined with a universal LED
strip, offering supreme sustainable
advantages. The LED lights are 85%
more efficient than incandescent
lights and have a lifespan of up
to 50,000 hours. In addition, the
aluminum arm light and several
attachment options offer a range
of 95% to 98% recyclability.
LIM is designed to be a multi-purpose, multi-task LED lighting family. This is the most flexible and comprehensive LED lighting solution within one platform
in the market today. Its simple elemental structure can be reconfigured and applied to address multiple lighting requirements offering light in motion within
various applications. With an award-winning repertoire including iF Product Design, FX International Interior Design, Best of NeoCon Silver, and Interior
Design Best of Year Winner, LIM blends form and function brilliantly.

“I think each project is an opportunity
to combine the proven with the
new – to change perspectives when
needed – to seek to understand
what people need, discovering
how they learn, work, and create
meaning.” Ralph Reddig holds an
Industrial Design degree from Kendall
College and has studied at Parsons/
The New School for Social Research.
He is currently a Senior Industrial
Designer at Haworth. Throughout
his extensive industrial design
career, he has served as a Senior
Industrial Designer in the Advanced
Concepts Group at Kohler and
has independently developed
conceptual lighting products.

Pablo Pardo
Pablo Designs

Imported from Asia

The interpretation of light in its many
forms, refined design solutions, and
a distinctive timeless style; these are
the underlying elements of Pablo’s
design mission.
L Freestanding Block

L Freestanding Pivot

L Freestanding Floor
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Grommet Mount

L Freestanding Block

L Freestanding Pivot

L Freestanding Floor

Y Undersurface Mount

Y Freestanding Floor

Slat Tile Mount

Panel Mount
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• Textured White,
Textured Black, and
Brushed Aluminum

• Textured White
and Textured Black

• Textured White
and Textured Black

• Textured White
and Textured Black

• Textured White
and Textured Black

• Textured White and
Textured Black

• Height: 12”

• Adjustable range:
13” – 50.8”

• Textured White,
Textured Black, and
Brushed Aluminum

• Adjustable range:
13” – 50.8”

• Slat mount can be
adjusted within
the slat tile profiles

• Panel mount can be
adjusted within the
panel slot profiles

• Textured White,
Textured Black, and
Brushed Aluminum

• Textured White,
Textured Black, and
Brushed Aluminum

• Includes 11” mount
bracket, 23 ¼” arm

• Includes 11” mount
bracket, 22” arm

• Bracket size: 3” h,
1” w, 3” d

• Bracket size: 3” h,
1” w, 3” d

LIM

• Adjustable height
range: 12” – 15.8”
• Freestanding Block
base size: 6.6” h,
3” w, 3.5” d

• Freestanding Pivot
base size: 5” h,
4.5” w, 5.5” d

• Floor base size:
38” h, 9” w, 9” d

• Includes mount
bracket

• Floor base size:
38” h, 9” w, 9” d

At the forefront of American lighting
design, Pablo’s designs exemplify an
uncompromising devotion to simplicity
and usefulness, fusing the highest
technical sensibilities with the most
appropriate material pallet to create
unique and precious designs that
transform any environment.
Pablo Designs has gained international
recognition for its innovative lighting
and home furnishings designs, which
are characterized by a unique sense
of style and simplicity.

